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The urban american indian community of the Twin cities envisions a vibrant, healthy, and balanced community 

where there are economic opportunities for american indian people and where american indian cultures are 

celebrated, honored, and shared with the greater metropolitan community.  This american indian community 

Blueprint establishes a community-development framework for asset-based, solution-oriented 

strategies designed to advance american indian interests and opportunities. 

This is a living document. not every strategy here  

will be attempted, and the list of goals and strategies 

is by no means exhaustive.  rather, the Blueprint 

constitutes a realistic, achievable set of ideas that,  

like the community itself, will grow and change over 

time.  success will come through a partnership of 

community members with organizations, businesses, 

friends, local residents, and other members of the 

greater urban community.

The urban american indian community of the  

Twin cities has developed the content of this Blueprint.  

it is important that their vision, ideas, and solutions be 

honored, valued, and implemented.  community input 

and engagement is essential to the ongoing success  

of this initiative in order to work collaboratively  

and implement these community-defined strategies.  

The native american community development institute 

(nacdi) has worked to collect and synthesize  

the information in this Blueprint for the benefit  

of the entire community.  

introduction
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in the past, development efforts have fallen short because they were often disconnected from american indian 

community members. decision-making often flowed from the top down, and lacked the grassroots participation  

that would create success.  another common concern has been limited results from the extensive studies  

conducted by and upon the community as typified in the healthy nations 1993-2000 evaluation document:

the overall purpose of the Blueprint is threefold:

 •  To synthesize and summarize community-based research  
and planning around community improvement;

 
 •  To articulate the vision of community members for the  

future of the Twin cities urban american indian community;
 
 •  To identify strategies for community advancement  

towards the vision.

Along with the increasing data came subtle and erosive community concerns.   

These concerns focused on a perceived imbalance between action in the community 

and the gathering of information.  Such a reaction reflected the historical outcome  

of many initiatives started in these communities.  Some community members 

concluded that much would be known but little would be done.

The approach here is the reverse. from the start, community members have been actively involved at every stage  

of the process, building from within to create an enduring, self-sustaining structure.  This process honors the 

previous research that has been conducted in the community and moves to implementation strategies. 

purpose
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with the promise of jobs and opportunity over 70,000 

american indian people left reservation communities for 

cities such as los angeles, chicago, denver, portland, 

and minneapolis through the federal relocation act of 

1956.  The reality of these cities for indian people often 

did not match the promises: jobs and decent housing 

opportunities were scarce.  as a result, the new and 

growing urban american indian community of the Twin 

cities organized to create its own support structure.  

minneapolis became the home of many “firsts” such 

as the first urban indian center, the first urban indian 

health board, the first indian-preference housing 

project, the first indian-controlled survival school, and 

was the birthplace of the american indian movement.  

along with these organizations, a strong sense of 

community was developed among american indian 

people in the city.  much of this activity took place  

in south minneapolis in and around franklin avenue.  

The legacy of this period is still evident today, as 

american indian organizations cumulatively, are 

the largest land-owner in the franklin avenue area.  

however as these organizations have matured and 

increased in number, the overall quality of life for 

american indians in the urban area has not significantly 

improved.  as a result, community members have stated 

that a new direction for collaboration is necessary.  

Bold and thoughtful community transformation visions 

and strategies have been articulated by community 

members, understanding that participation of all 

community members is essential to addressing 

challenges and achieving the positive future the 

community desires.

The development of this Blueprint owes the credit to the american indian community.  The urban american  

indian community of the Twin cities has been speaking about its goals and vision for many years.  multiple 

community documents have been created through community input from hundreds of individuals and  

incorporated into this Blueprint.  a list of these documents is included in appendix a.  This information  

has been combined with additional community engagement work to summarize the experience and wisdom  

of this community to define its future direction.  

context

community Blueprint process
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american indian people have long valued visioning and planning.  The concept and practice of looking seven 

generations into the future requires careful reflection and consideration before action.  decisions are not made  

just for us at this moment, but must include those that will follow.   The values every person brings to this 

community shape common aspirations for the future.  summarized here, in the words of our families, friends,  

and neighbors is a vision for a vital urban american indian community: 

	 •  american indian people are spirituality 

nourished; value their cultures and traditions; 

pass these practices on to younger generations; 

and foster respect, honor, and understanding  

by all people

•  american indian people live healthy lifestyles 

and have access to high-quality and affordable 

health care

	 •  american indian people inspire and grow 

their own entrepreneurs and small businesses,  

creating a vibrant local business district and 

economy with regional prominence

 

 •  american indian people have living-wage jobs 

that build assets and eliminate barriers  

to success, creating economic self-sufficiency 

•  american indian people have strong schools, 

educational programs, and training  

opportunities to prepare for 21st century jobs

•  american indian people have access to quality, 

affordable housing for all people  

with an emphasis on home ownership

Community	Prosperity

Community	Economic	Vitality

Community	Wholeness

 •  american indian people live in a community 

that builds and nurtures leaders from within,  

and the urban indian community has a strong 

voice in local, state, and national politics

 •  american indian people have a geographic 

home in the Twin cities that provides 

a strong sense of community pride and  

lasting relationships

•  american indian people are served by an efficient 

and collaborative social service network that 

reduces dependency and fosters self-sufficiency

•  american indian people have a safe urban 

community where they feel welcome,  

secure, and valued

•  american indian people have access to 

a world-class transportation and transit system

long-range community vision
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“[We need] more accessible 

community activities that are related 

to a variety of areas – culture and 

other things, health and wellness, 

creation, exercise, etc. (Youth) need 

supportive, chemically free, safe 

places to go, not just after school, 

with interesting things to do.”
– american indian community member
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community is not merely physical space; it is formed with shared values, traditions, cultures, and practices  

of the people within.  a communal sense of wholeness –spiritual and physical well-being -depends 

on holding up and respecting these elements in all decisions.  it is critical that we cultivate this wholeness;  

pass it along to younger generations; and foster respect, honor, and understanding among all people.

“My vision for community is to see that our children will be able to grow  

up in a healthy way, with no violence, no failures in our academics.  I see 

the day when our elders will once again assume the position of wisdom, 

leadership and strength.  I see the day when our community will one day 

return to the natural strengths of our culture, our language, our music,  

our sacred ceremonies – the ways that our people have kept alive for years.  

This is my dream; my work and I will support it.” 
– american indian community member

“I think we need to find holistic 

approaches to meeting the needs 

of our clients and community; that 

we address all things of wellness 

in a spiritual way.  We need to 

address bringing back more 

cultural ceremonies, teachings, 

beliefs and values free of spiritual 

and political exploitation.”

– american indian community member

community wholeness
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Vision:   
american indian people are spirituality nourished; value their cultures  
and traditions; pass these practices on to younger generations; and foster  
respect, honor, and understanding by all people 

Strategies:
 o create places for ceremonies, both indoor and outdoor

 o provide support for places of worship, prayer, thanksgiving

 o increase the availability of spiritual training

 o  develop the means to increase understanding of american indian spirituality in medical  

facilities, schools, and organizations

 o  provide opportunities for youth and elder interaction to enable the passage of spiritual  

and cultural traditions to youth

 o foster respect for and dialogue with all spiritual beliefs

 o create a regional american indian cultural center/museum/performance/arts center

 o support and expand opportunities for native language learning and speaking

 o  develop culturally-based opportunities for intergenerational interaction/learning,  

namely youth, parents and elders 

 o  position the minneapolis american indian center as a prominent cultural center  

with activities and events

 o create permanent pow-wow grounds in the cultural corridor neighborhood

 o develop american indian-owned restaurant(s) featuring traditional native foods

 o  increase the number of art galleries and the amount of artist studio space available  

for american indian artists 

 o support the development and location of stores featuring authentic native products 

 o create a planetarium for indigenous cosmology and star knowledge

 o develop active american indian programming in local public schools 

 o ensure american indian cultural identity is evident on franklin avenue through:

  • design

  • Businesses

  • public art

  • murals

  • gateways

  • streetscape and signs (including digital signage)

 o develop an urban american indian assets conference

 o create and implement an american indian tour of Twin cities

Community	Wholeness		  
implementation strategies
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Vision:			
american  indian people live healthy lifestyles and have access to high-quality  
and affordable health care

Strategies:
 o promote integration of native health and wellness into the urban lifestyle

 o  develop a 21st century american indian health care business model and system with an emphasis  

on wellness, healthy lifestyles, and preventative care

 o ensure access to affordable and high-quality health care 

 o develop training opportunities for health care careers

 o ensure a high-quality, affordable community clinic is available in south minneapolis

 o expand the availability of healthy food options at restaurants and grocery stores

 o develop a fitness center and health and wellness classes geared towards american indian people

 o increase community connections to metropolitan hospitals and medical facilities:

  •  collaborations between community, community clinics, pharmacies, and other  

non-native medical facilities

  • create pathways to job opportunities

 o develop a native liaison positions to the urban health care facilities

 o maintain and expand accessible drug and alcohol treatment options and after-care

 o increase the availability of healthy cooking and lifestyle classes

 o develop indian-specific youth and adult sport activities and leagues
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“Training and owning businesses are 

key activities to shift the emphasis  

to entrepreneurship.  Historically 

more Indians were in the trades.  

Some went into professions but  

very few went into business.  

We need this new emphasis on 

entrepreneurship if we are going  

to make a substantial change.”
– american indian community member

“Educate. My grandma taught me 

education is the key.  Learn, learn, 

learn.  That was the tool.  She was 

proud when everyone graduated.  

She couldn’t write, read.  We should 

all take responsibility as individuals, 

as people.” 
– american indian community member

“I like [his] idea about land and land 

ownership.  What if organizations  

pooled their money and created a 

revolving loan funds for Indian  

business development?” 
– american indian community member
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no progress is possible without a strong economic foundation.  a well-functioning american indian economy  

within the metropolitan economy will provide living-wage jobs, business creation, and a range of housing 

opportunities for different income levels.  improving the local economy, particularly associated with the  

american indian cultural corridor, will provide direct and tangible benefits to community.  

Vision:	  
american indian people inspire and grow their own entrepreneurs and  
small businesses, creating a vibrant local business district and economy  
with regional prominence

Strategies:
 o  create an american indian Business and finance center to house community business services,  

training and technical assistance

  • services include: 

  •  a community development financial institution (cdfi), bank, and/or other financing opportunities  

to support american indian business development

  •  career skill-building programming that includes: computer, resume, interview, and public speaking

  • american indian small business and entrepreneurship classes

  •  Knowledge of all resources available to indian-owned small businesses ie. a business  

information clearinghouse

  •  database of available commercial properties for lease and purchase

  •  Technical assistance and computer center with business and accounting software,  

search engines, tutorials

  •  small business incubator

 o develop a native-owned hotel and conference center within the cultural corridor

 o create an american indian marketplace at the minneapolis american indian center

 o provide support and assistance for a strong cultural corridor neighborhood business association

 o increase availability of small business loans

  • Both capital and operating

  • façade improvement grants

 o maintain/create space for light industrial

 o create american indian youth entrepreneur opportunities

 o promote green business and planning

 o  foster the creation of a vibrant american indian business district along franklin avenue  

with a diversity of locally owned businesses and services

 o develop or recruit american indian-owned bank(s) to locate in the cultural corridor

 o  ensure ongoing community engagement and participation in the development of the cultural corridor

      o  create a land acquisition fund and vehicle to increase american indian business and organizational  

land ownership 

implementation strategies

community economic vitality
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Vision:	 
 american indian people have access to quality, affordable housing for all people 
with an emphasis on home ownership

Strategies:
 o  expand and support housing opportunities for american indian people including rental,  

for-sale, and co-op/land trust options

 o create and preserve elder housing options within the cultural corridor area

 o develop and implement 1st time homebuyer classes within the cultural corridor area

 o ensure accessible finance opportunities and services including credit repair

 o  increase availability of resident support services at rental housing locations with american indian 

residents to assist with connections to job training, child care, neighborhood organizations,  

financial options, support towards home-ownership

 o recruit and provide support for american indian community-based realtors/brokers

Vision:			
american indian people have living-wage jobs that build wealth and assets  
and eliminate barriers to success, creating economic self-sufficiency 

Strategies:
 o  foster the creation of american indian owned businesses,  

particularly within the american indian cultural corridor

 o  align, support, and expand strong training and apprenticeship programs  

that prepare american indians for viable 21st century jobs that fill market niches

 o  Build partnerships with employers in south minneapolis to increase the number  

of american indian employees 

 o  create a community financial center and/or a community development credit union

  • services include:

  • financial literacy classes

  • financial planning services

  • 1st time homebuyer classes/technical assistance

  • low interest loan pool for homebuyer assistance

  • classes/assistance to build/repair credit history

 o  advocate to increase foundation investment in the urban indian community, namely  

in long-term community vitality and sustainability strategies (asset-based vs. needs based)

Community	Economic	Vitality	   
implementation strategies
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Vision:			
american indian people have strong schools, educational programs,  
and training opportunities to prepare for 21st century jobs 

strategies:
 o increase the availability of early childhood school readiness programs and childcare

 o  develop a new K-12 school with emphasis on innovation, creativity, and 21st century 

opportunities for american indian youth

 o  increase wraparound student support that includes both the family and parents  

and the school staff and administration

 o develop opportunities for youth supplemental learning/experience programs

 o increase availability of tutoring services

 o develop a strong american indian youth mentorship program

 o develop an after-school youth learning laboratory with a focus on 21st century jobs and innovation 

  •  media center, entrepreneurship clubs, fine arts, music and dance, science and technology  

labs, language centers

  • sports programs, youth leadership and service programs

  • provides connections to additional experiential learning opportunities and programs

 o develop and expand active training programs within high growth sectors of the economy

 o advocate and expand american indian higher education/post-secondary scholarship programs

 o foster american indian community relationships with metropolitan colleges such as:

  • develop departmental partnerships to host activities and programming in the neighborhood

  • arrange undergraduate and graduate school internships

  • develop higher education outreach office in community

  • maintain emphasis on connections to high growth sectors

 o  create an american indian education research institute to document best practices and proven methods
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“Community is when everybody stands together.” 
– american indian community member
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“Community development tries 

to build community through 

transportation, housing, education, 

recreation, business-elements that 

sustain a community, this is how 

community development happens  

all the time.” 
– american indian community member

Realizing ways agencies can work 

together, it reduces duplication  

of services.  It develops a sense  

of community.” 
– american indian community member

strong communities have a sense of shared experience, goals, and challenges.  in order to face 

these opportunities and challenges together, the urban american indian community needs to work collaboratively 

both within the community and with other communities to achieve success.  it is imperative that the american 

indian community continues to foster a sense of belonging and participation amongst community members.  

community prosperity
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Vision:		 
american indian people live in a community that builds and nurtures leaders  
from within, and the urban indian community has a strong voice in local, state,  
and national politics

Strategies:
 o foster active, engaged american indian community citizenship

 o  maintain a geographic base to the community in south minneapolis with population density  

that provides a center of political power and influence

 o promote and increase the number of american indians running for and holding political office

 o Build strong community relationships with governmental institutions

 o Build strong connections to tribal governments

 o increase community understanding of the political process

 o develop a franklin planning council with strong american indian representation

 o increase american indian grassroots political involvement

 o develop a prominent regional american indian political caucus

 o increase the visibility of the american indian community in the region

Vision:			
american indian people have a safe urban community where they  
feel welcome, secure, and valued

Strategies:
 o foster a healthy relationship between community members with police and other city departments

 o  foster culturally aware and sensitive police officers, including greater recruitment of  

indian police officers

  •  Build a relationship with the minneapolis police department to create a pipeline  

for american indians to police jobs

  • maintain an active community safety center in the cultural corridor

 o strengthen american indian involvement in neighborhood watches

 o utilize building and community design that encourages safety

  •  crime prevention Through environmental design (cpTed) principles: adequate lighting,  

no blind corners, etc.

  •  safe and attractive pedestrian improvements under hiawatha/lrT underpasses that  

are at a human scale

 o develop ex-offender programs to support re-entry to work after incarceration

 o foster positive police and youth interaction

 o foster a sense of community pride and ownership that does not tolerate crime

Community	Prosperity    
implementation strategies
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Vision:	  
american indian people are served by an efficient and collaborative social  
service network that reduces dependency and fosters self-sufficiency

Strategies:
 o  encourage collaboration among american indian and other non-profit organizations

 o  promote the efficient use of resources and the reduction of redundant overhead costs in  

american indian organizations by sharing office space, instituting collaborative purchasing  

contracts, sharing staff, and other strategies

 o foster a sense of shared purpose and goals amongst organizations

 o  increase dialogue with and oversight from american indian community members  

in program development and implementation

 o  develop all programming with an asset-building approach that develops participant  

self-sufficiency and discourage program dependency

 o eliminate redundant programming and support successful programming 
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Community	Prosperity    
implementation strategies

Vision:		 
american indian people have a geographic home in the Twin cities that  
provides a strong sense of community pride and lasting relationships

Strategies:
 o implement the american indian cultural corridor

 o create and maintain spaces and places for the american indian community to gather such as:

  • outdoor space/parks

  • meeting space

  • event space

  • performance space

  • ceremony space

 o strengthen relationships between tribal and urban indian communities

 o  develop and present year-round cultural activities in the cultural corridor  

and throughout the metropolitan region

 o  ensure regular community-based neighborhood planning and continuous  

community engagement during the planning and implementation process in the cultural corridor

 o maintain and expand american indian participation in neighborhood organizations

 o create and support citizen groups such as block clubs

 o increase community cooperation with adjacent neighborhoods/organizations to the cultural corridor

 o Build ties with other ethnic and cultural groups and partner on projects

 o focus on internal and external relationship building in the community

 o increase the production and distribution of american indian media content

 o develop a community digital signage system to compliment the american indian cultural corridor

 o  position the franklin library as a center within the county library system for information on american 

indian culture and history

 o market the cultural corridor as a desirable place to live, work, and shop
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Vision:		 
american indian people have access to a world-class transportation  
and transit system

Strategies:
 o  advocate for safe, convenient, attractive, and frequent public transit options for the metropolitan region

 o advocate for maintaining access from the cultural corridor area to the regional roadway system

 o plan and support the development of bike lanes 

 o  develop and implement high-quality pedestrian paths and streetscaping in the cultural corridor  

that accurately reflects american indian cultures

 o promote land-use and density that supports urban transit
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“The people who are affected by the program… People who are helped  

by programs should be included in decision making on what they need.” 
– american indian community member
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central to the american indian community Blueprint is civic participation.  community involvement at all stages  

of the development and implementation of the plan is necessary to realize the vision the community 

has identified for its future. This ensures that future development meets the goals of the community, not just 

developers and other outside actors.  however, the community’s vision of civic participation goes even further,  

to building involved citizens that are active in their communities and advocate for those communities.  

Through the development of this Blueprint, community members indicated that community-based organizations  

do not always provide the services they want or need.  The community desires responsive organizations that seek 

and utilize community input in their decision-making.  The process of community transformation for the 21st century 

will require citizen-led efforts to remake organizations to meet the true needs of the community.

community engagement can take many forms.  The following are examples of engagement activities  

that are applicable to the urban american indian community:

 • citizen advisory/issue committees

 • community member seats on organizational boards

 • community meetings

 • residents’ meetings

 • Business association meetings

 • community safety walks

 • community plantings/gardening

 • community trash clean-up

 • community-based restorative justice

 • community mediation

 • neighborhood pow-wows

 • professional networking

 • speaker series

 • symposia

Through these types of events, community participation and community ownership 

will be built.  all of these events will allow community ideas to be solicited, encouraged, and implemented.

The following vehicles for distributing community information should also be utilized:

 • direct person-to-person organizing

 • websites

 • online video/youTube

 • social media: facebook, Twitter

 • online message boards

 • Blogs

 • listservs

 • community newspapers

 • radio

 • neighborhood signage/posters/flyers

all organizations and community members have a stake in the implementation of this plan and as a result  

the success of the community Blueprint depends on active participation by all.  The community created  

this Blueprint, and it will only succeed with the active participation of the community.

community engagement
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great cities celebrate the diverse peoples that call them home.  new york’s little italy, san francisco’s chinatown, 

and other ethnic communities cultivate their heritage and enrich the urban fabric.  such districts are sources both 

of pride and of prosperity, drawing visitors to their unique stores, businesses, and cultural attractions.

The american indian community is well positioned to inaugurate such a district in the heart of minneapolis.   

over time, the homes and businesses along east franklin avenue have become focal points of american indian 

cultures.  with the energy, determination, and creativity of community residents, it has developed an identity all 

its own.  american indian community members have envisioned continuing to develop a corridor that will be the 

economic engine for the urban american indian community, providing jobs and opportunity for american indian 

people and also sharing authentic american indian culture with the region.  

This american indian cultural corridor is critical to the success of the Blueprint due to the concentration of  

people and organizations in the corridor area.  with this concentration of population and energy, it is critical that 

efforts be focused on south minneapolis, because changes in this area have regional impact for american indian 

people.  The american indian cultural corridor is the nexus of this plan.  it is the physical space where  

the community vision is to be realized. 

the american indian 
cultural corridor

“When I first drove into the community down Franklin Avenue, I was so  

happy to see Indian people walking down the street and how refreshing 

that was and how proud I was.  It is a place of identity and belonging.  My 

definition of a community is a visible role that encompasses a group of people 

who are seeking a common identity and belong to one family.  I see that with 

our homeless people, hanging out in one area because they like being by us— 

I love seeing that.  To build the community we need to rebuild the lives of the 

individuals in it.  I would like to see that our lives are rebuilt, even starting with 

the physical, as it gives a sense of pride.  It’s as simple as rehabilitating our 

homes, cleaning the streets and having trash cans, but also just being proud 

of where you’re from, even if it is Phillips.  I would like to see Franklin Avenue 

area as our own little Indian village, so people will know that that’s the Indian 

part of town, and also that all of us can be proud to say ‘yes, it is.’” 
– american indian community member
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the corridor vision

yellow – cultural anchors

red – education and Training

purple –  retail, service, and Biz Tech

light purple –  retail corridor with regional scale businesses

light Blue –  social services and small business

orange – housing

light green – greenspace

dark green – Bike path

combined plan:

what came forward in this process was the desire to 

see franklin avenue established as a regional cultural 

and economic corridor tied to the lrT.  This corridor 

would be anchored on the east end with a cultural and 

performance center, in the middle with an enlivened 

indian center, and on the west end with a planetarium 

for indigenous cosmology.  franklin avenue itself would 

be established as a regional destination for indian-

owned businesses.  social service agencies, would be 

reoriented along Bloomington avenue and 24th street.  

franklin avenue surrounding the lrT station would be 

streetscaped with trees, lights, banners, and planters 

to create connections to the american indian cultural 

corridor and seward neighborhood, with a particular 

emphasis on improving the pedestrian experience 

underneath the lrT and hiawatha bridges.  additional 

greenspace including space for ceremonies and  

pow-wow grounds would be created along with an 

expanded network of bike paths.  a better connection 

would be developed to reach franklin avenue and the 

lrT station from little earth.  The ends of the corridor 

would be marked with public art or other forms of 

identifiable gateways.   

legend:
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further elements identified in the planning process:

 • inclusion of sustainable design principles in all buildings

 • inclusion of crime prevention Through environmental design (cepTed) principles

 • development of an indian-owned hotel and conference center near the franklin lrT station

 • development of a new K-12 education center/school within the area

 • creation/expansion of facilities for job training and business services within the corridor

 • development of neighborhood signage and identity

 • creation of an american indian marketplace at the indian center

 • creation of american indian murals in the corridor

 • development of housing of different types and affordable to different income levels

 • creation of american indian owned small businesses

participants also noted the types of businesses they would like in the cultural corridor, noting that there  

should be a diversity of businesses to serve persons of different income levels as customers and employees:

opportunity/focus sites

To further develop the community plan, a number of opportunity or focus sites were identified throughout  

the corridor for redevelopment potential.  drawings were developed that represent an example of what could  

be built based on current zoning.  The buildings shown are generic in nature; they do not represent specific 

proposals.  The drawings are meant to be illustrative of what is possible for various sites throughout the corridor.  

actual redevelopment projects will only move forward if they are financially feasible, and uses will be determined  

in the feasibility process.

 • american indian-owned hotel and conference center

 • cultural center/museum

 • planetarium for indigenous cosmology

 • Tribal embassy

 • performance space

 • artist gallery space, studio space, and housing

 • community greenhouse

 • american indian marketplace

 • restaurants featuring native foods

 • Bookstores

 • café/coffee shop

 • native foods grocery store

 • youth business incubator

 • american indian dentist

 • computer study center

 • game center for youth

 • entertainment venues

 • green businesses

 • light industry

 • shoe shop

 • american indian radio station

 • automotive services

 • native language center

 • native clothing store

 • Bingo hall

“Community development reminds me of the places people gather.   

There are natural connectors for families or communities so it’s the notion  

of gathering.  There is also the notion of place – architecture or natural  

places.  I think of a corridor – a place for Indian expression and commerce.  

I’m influenced by the idea of an Indian center that is more than a building.”
– american indian community member
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cedar Box/amBles:
The cedar Box/ambles site adjacent to the franklin lrT 

station is extremely isolated.  The site contains a portion 

of old cedar avenue that has been disconnected from 

the rest of cedar by road reconstructions and grade 

separation.  The site has direct platform level access 

to the lrT station; fronts franklin avenue; and is very 

visible from the lrT, bicycle trail, and from hiawatha 

avenue.  when considered in conjunction with the  

old cedar avenue right of way, it is an extremely 

large site.  as it currently sits, the site is particularly 

pedestrian unfriendly.  The existing industrial uses 

are unattractive and the area does not appear safe 

to pedestrians, even though this block is the primary 

access route from the east phillips neighborhood.  

The american indian community has identified this 

parcel as extremely important to the long-term success 

of the cultural corridor.  providing pedestrian activity 

at this location will help to drive pedestrians further 

into the cultural corridor.  The site is a possible location 

for a cultural center/museum and/or american indian-

owned hotel and conference center.  The challenge 

caused by the grade separation of the franklin lrT 

station from franklin avenue also presents a great 

opportunity for lrT platform-level access to this 

development parcel.  further, a skyway link to new 

development on the aioic site is also possible.

“We should invest in development along the light rail.  A lot of Indian land  

is along or proximate to the light rail.  We are not behind this development.  

The cultural corridor is a wonderful idea and we need to tell our story.” 
– american indian community member
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aioic:

The american indian opportunities industrialization 

center (aioic) is located on a key parcel.  it forms 

the east gateway to  the american indian cultural 

corridor and has the opportunity to be a catalyzing 

development.  it has both street-level access to franklin 

and cedar avenues as well as platform-level access to 

the franklin lrT station and bicycle path.  it is a large 

site, but the current building is set far back from the 

street and leaves substantial open space for surface 

parking.  There is the possibility to accommodate a 

larger building with additional uses on the site.  in 

addition to the physical characteristics of the site, the 

aioic training programs are one of the cornerstones 

of the cultural corridor.  Job training is one of the 

most import aspects to human capacity development 

and the improvement of the economic wellbeing of 

neighborhood residents.  The programming provided 

by aioic is a vital asset to the community and should 

be preserved, expanded, and calibrated to 21st century 

jobs and high-growth sectors.  The current building is 

full to capacity, and it is an appropriate time to consider 

a facility expansion for the aioic.  The 2001 franklin 

lrT master plan did not include redevelopment of this 

site, and the 2005 implementation plan advocated for 

relocating the training facility from this site to another 

parcel.  however, the community and aioic have 

indicated that having the training facility proximate to 

the lrT provides easy access for students increases the 

viability of additional uses that can provide revenue to 

aioic and support the operations of the training facility.  

The site is large enough to accommodate an expanded 

training facility and related spaces, street-level retail, 

and a mid or high-rise tower that could accommodate 

office space or housing.  The rendering above is an 

example indicating what current zoning will allow  

on the site.  with utility relocations the buildings  

could be built all the way out to franklin and cedar 

avenues.  critical to these utility relocations is  

moving the high-tension electrical lines that traverse  

the eastern side of the property.
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cuhcc site:
 

The community university health care clinic owned and operated by the university of minnesota, is a major 

medical facility within the corridor area.  in addition to indian health Board of minneapolis and the native american 

community clinic, it provides health care for many low-income neighborhood residents.  in the late 1990s, the 

clinic tore down buildings fronting franklin avenue and adjacent to the clinic to build a parking lot.  This parking 

lot is unsightly, and is a disincentive to walk from the lrT station further into the cultural corridor neighborhood.  

redevelopment of this parcel could include a new facility for the clinic, or an entirely new mixed-use development.  

The community desires transit supportive higher-density urban development on this site.

mndot retaining wall:
 

during the reconstruction of hiawatha avenue in the 1990s, a sound wall was installed west of hiawatha and south 

of franklin avenue.  This sound wall provides sound protection from the fast-moving traffic on hiawatha avenue  

for the residents of three public housing high-rises, however as constructed, it eliminates development potential  

for nearly an entire city block along franklin avenue just west of hiawatha.  This extends the pedestrian impediment 

of the hiawatha bridge itself for pedestrians into the heart of the cultural corridor.  Through the workshop process, 

the american indian community indicated that the wall should be cut back or removed to facilitate development  

on this site and improve the pedestrian experience.  The concept drawing shows how a building could be sited  

that maintains access to the bike path behind the building along hiawatha.  This drawing also indicates a desire  

to make improvements to the pedestrian environment underneath the hiawatha bridge.  
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minneapolis american indian center:

The minneapolis american indian center opened 

in 1975, and has been a cornerstone of the urban 

american indian community since that time.  The 

building has been well used by the community, through 

providing space for art galleries, athletics, a café, elder 

programming, youth programming, sports, sobriety 

assistance, and many other programs and services.  

however the building is showing its age.  peeling paint, 

dark windows, and unclear circulation from outside to 

inside pose challenges for the building.  further, over 

the years the center has evolved away from its original 

role as a cultural and community center and now mainly 

houses social service organizations.  reorganizing the 

programming available at the building and undertaking 

a major interior and exterior renovation could renew the 

indian center.  The indian center’s greatest asset is its 

space.  it is large with many different types of spaces 

that can provide flexibility for future uses.  for instance, 

the building has the potential to host an american 

indian marketplace, where american indian goods, 

crafts, and food could be sold with low overhead costs 

for vendors.  additionally the american indian center 

is another possible location for an american indian 

cultural center/museum.  open space adjacent to  

the indian center could accommodate community  

pow-wow grounds.
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franklin Business center:
 

The franklin Business center was originally developed by the american indian Business development corporation.  

at the time it was developed, retaining industrial jobs in the neighborhood was viewed as extremely important.  

however the development of a suburban-style light industrial building with street-facing parking undermined the 

creation of a pedestrian friendly district.  even after the franklin avenue streetscaping project that was completed 

on franklin in the early 2000s, this building creates a barrier for foot traffic from the lrT station.  This site has now 

moved from american indian ownership to a private real estate company, reducing american indian control over the 

site.  concept drawings were created for a redevelopment of this parcel to include more active uses along franklin.  

Because a number of streets have been removed, a large development or developments could occur on this parcel.  
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west gateway:
The west gateway of the american indian cultural 

corridor is currently a mix of uses.  roger Beck florist 

and maria’s café are located in buildings that are 

pedestrian friendly and provide some urban density.  

however other sites at this end of the corridor are more 

challenging to pedestrians such as the majority of the 

ancient Traders market, and the lot owned by Trinity 

first lutheran church.  The ancient Traders market 

provides many goods and services that are important  

to the community, and is much improved 

property after renovations completed in the early 

2000’s.  however, further redevelopment could make 

the property even more pedestrian friendly, and add 

density to the corridor.  The parcel that is owned by 

Trinity first lutheran has enough street frontage to 

provide a number of stories of housing above space  

for business.  The community has indicated that this  

end of the cultural corridor should include a cultural 

anchor that will drive pedestrian traffic from the light 

rail station all the way to this end of the corridor.
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The american indian community Blueprint lays out a bold vision for the Twin cities urban american indian 

population.  it sets a framework for community advancement, but provides enough space to adjust 

strategies as time continues.  The american indian community has been involved at every stage of the development 

of this Blueprint, and it will only be successful with their continued involvement.  it is important for community 

members to be the drivers of community change, and this Blueprint is a tool for community members to work 

collaboratively towards that goal.  

nacdi is deeply appreciative of the immense effort the community has put in to the development  

of this plan, and is committed to putting these strategies into action.    

conclusion
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